Abstract-In order to support fast growing mobile data traffic, wireless operators have started to use multiple radio access technologies (RATs) over multiple licensed and unlicensed frequency bands. A widely used method is WiFi off-loading of cellular network traffic. A recent proposal is side-by-side deployment of Long Term Evolution (LTE) in licensed spectrum and LTE in unlicensed spectrum (LTE-U). This paper studies the spectrum allocation problem in such heterogeneous networks (HetNets). For practical reasons, the allocation is conceived to be on a relatively slow timescale. A queueing model is introduced for the unlicensed band to capture its lower spectral efficiency, reliability, and additional delay due to contention and/or listen-before-talk requirements. Under mild assumptions, the spectrum allocation problem is formulated as a bi-convex optimization problem. Solving this problem gives an effective and computationally efficient solution for both user association and spectrum allocation over multiple RATs. Simulation results show that in the heavy-traffic regime, the proposed scheme significantly outperforms both orthogonal and full-frequency-reuse allocations. In addition, the solution to the optimization problem matches the intuition that users with relatively higher traffic demand are mostly assigned to the licensed spectrum, while those with lower traffic demand and less exogenous interference from the unlicensed band are assigned to the unlicensed spectrum.
I. INTRODUCTION
The wireless industry has set an ambitious goal to increase the area capacity (in bits per second per square meter) by three orders of magnitude in the next five to ten years. In addition to densely deploying small cells and improving the spectral efficiency [1] , another straightforward way is to exploit all available spectrum for cellular services [2] . Future generation cellular networks are very likely to involve multiple radio access technologies (RATs) over multiple frequency bands. The prime bands today are licensed frequency bands under 3 GHz and the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz unlicensed frequency bands. The industry is currently developing standards for sideby-side deployment of Long Term Evolution (LTE) in licensed spectrum and LTE in unlicensed spectrum (LTE-U).
Given limited spectrum resources, it is important to allocate the spectrum effectively and in a computationally efficient manner. Current 4G cellular networks generally use regular frequency reuse patterns, including full frequency reuse and fractional frequency reuse. In the former scheme, every cell uses all available frequency bands, whereas the latter scheme is This work was supported in part by a gift from Futurewei Technologies and by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. CCF-1423040. similar, except that cells use orthogonal frequency bands at cell edge. With the advent of heterogeneous networks (HetNets), spectrum agility is crucial because the network topology is often highly irregular and the traffic conditions are highly dynamic in small cells.
In [3] , an optimization based framework has been developed for allocating spectrum resources in a heterogeneous network according to traffic conditions on a slow timescale. The spectrum resources are assumed to be homogeneous on the slow timescale, namely, all hertz are of the same quality when averaged over slow timescale. The work has since been generalized to admit user association, cell activation [4] , and fast timescale considerations [5] .
In this work we generalize the framework of [3] and [4] by incorporating user association and multiple radio access technologies. Different queueing models for licensed and unlicensed bands are proposed to distinguish the characteristics of different bands operating different RATs. One optimizationbased spectrum allocation scheme is presented and its efficiency and effectiveness are demonstrated using simulation.
There have been many studies in the past concerning spectrum allocation problems (see, e.g., [4] , [6] - [10] ). Most of them formulate the allocation problem as that of deciding, for each partition of the spectrum, which BTS's should use it. In addition, user association was considered in [6] , [7] . However, such problems are in general nonconvex integer programming problems that are difficult to solve. Moreover, there may be many local optima. By considering all possible reuse patterns as in [3] , [4] , this paper formulates the spectrum allocation problem as a bi-convex optimization problem which is solved with manageable computational complexity for systems with a small number of cells (say, up to 20 cells).
Most work on wireless network resource allocation uses physical layer performance measures such as sum rate and outage probability as figures of merit. These metrics may not reflect the true user quality of service (QoS) in small cells, due to large traffic variations in overlapping cells with complicated interference conditions.
As demonstrated by the numerical results, the proposed solution significantly reduces the average packet delay in the heavy traffic regime compared to both orthogonal and full frequency reuse allocation schemes. The performance gain is observed mainly because each BTS decides the best RAT(s) for serving specific user equipments (UEs) while allocating the right amount of spectrum to serve its own traffic demands. 2 That leaves enough lightly loaded spectrum for adjacent BTS's in the same band.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is introduced in Section II. The optimization problems are formulated in Section III. Simulation results are presented in Section IV. The conclusion is drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model
We consider a downlink HetNet consisting of n BTS's, k types of user equipments, and m different radio access technologies. The UEs are divided into k groups based on their location, average channel condition, and delay requirements (if applicable), so that all UEs in a group have similar channel conditions on the slow timescale and similar delay. Denote the set of all BTS's by N = {1, ..., n}, the set of all user types by K = {1, ..., k}, and the set of RATs by M = {1, ..., m}. RAT l employs its separate homogeneous spectrum of bandwidth W l . Without loss of generality, it is assumed that every BTS can operate all RATs. Analogous to [3] , the BTS's can share the spectrum for each RAT in all 2 n − 1 possible nonempty reuse patterns. To illustrate the concept of reuse patterns with an example, suppose there are two BTS's operating over the same band. Then the spectrum can be divided into 2 2 − 1 = 3 segments with different reuse patterns. They consist of one segment used by BTS 1 exclusively, one used by BTS 2 exclusively, and one shared by the two BTS's. In this paper, we assume multiple BTS's can serve the same groups of UEs.
It is assumed that the aggregate traffic intended for UE group j forms an independent Poisson point process with rate λ j packets per second. The packet lengths are i.i.d. with average length L bits. Packets intended for different UEs within a cell are processed according to the first-in-first-out (FIFO) discipline. BTS's are assumed to have unlimited buffer for simplicity.
In each period, the task of a central controller is to determine which spectrum segments to allocate to each BTS, and furthermore, which sub-segments to allocate to specific UEs in the cell. The problem is equivalent to the combination of the following three subproblems: 1) How to decide which RAT should be used to serve each UE group. 2) How to allocate the bandwidth across all 2 n reuse patterns for each RAT, denoted by a 2 n × m-tuple: y = (y l,A ) A⊂N,l∈M , where y l,A ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of spectrum assigned to RAT l shared by BTS's in set A. Clearly,
and any efficient allocation would not use the empty reuse pattern, so that y l,∅ = 0, ∀l ∈ M . 3) The controller further decides, for cell i ∈ A, how to divide the spectrum of the reuse pattern A (whose bandwidth is y l,A ) to UEs. The bandwidth allocated to the link i → j over reuse pattern A with RAT l is denoted as x i→j l,A . To be precise,
For simplicity, it is assumed that when BTS i transmits over RAT l, it employs all reuse patterns available to it and applies a flat power spectral density (PSD) p l,i over the allocated spectrum. At any frequency designated for RAT l, the instantaneous spectral efficiency achievable by the link from BTS i to UE j depends on the set of BTS's A ⊂ N using that frequency. Let this spectral efficiency be denoted by s For concreteness in obtaining numerical results, we use Shannon's formula to arrive at the expression for link efficiencies:
packets/s, (3) where α l ∈ (0, 1] is the discount factor of the band on which RAT l is operated, 1(i ∈ A) = 1 if i ∈ A and 1(i ∈ A) = 0 otherwise, and I A→j l is the total noise plus interference PSD from other BTS's in A to UE j, depending on the transmit PSDs and path loss. The discount factor of the licensed band should be larger than that of the unlicensed band because the external interference in the unlicensed band leads to lower spectrum efficiency as well as higher packet loss rate. The effect of small-scale fading can be included by considering the ergodic capacity in lieu of (3), which does not change the main developments of this paper.
For each RAT, the cells form a system of k queues. We adopt the so-called conservative model in [3] , where BTS i transmits UE j's packets at rate s i→j l,A using RAT l over reuse pattern A, which is achievable regardless of the activities of other BTS's. The rate contributed by RAT l and reuse pattern A is the product of the spectral efficiency and the bandwidth: s i→j l,A x i→j l,A . Hence the total service rate for the queue of UE j served by RAT l is the sum rate of all BTS's and reuse patterns, expressed as:
The user association is indirectly decided by the amount of spectrum resources assigned by each BTS to each group, namely, UE j is associated with BTS i over RAT l if and only if x i→j l,A > 0 for some reuse pattern A. The formulation allows multiple BTS's to serve the same group.
B. Queueing Model
In this paper, we consider a scenario with 2 RATs, where one RAT is over the licensed band (conceived as LTE) and the other is over the unlicensed band (conceived as LTE-U). This can be easily generalized to the scenario where there are more than two RATs. The traffic load of each UE group j is further divided into two groups served by the two RATS, respectively. This may be implemented as dividing the UEs for association with different RATs, so that each UE is only served by one RAT for simplicity. Their allocated rates are denoted as λ 1,j and λ 2,j , respectively. These are variables and will be optimized subject to a total traffic constraint for user type j. Denote the service rates for group j served by LTE and LTE-U, respectively, as r 1,j and r 2,j , regardless of the state of the queues of the other groups. The UEs in the same group can be regarded as a single user on the slow timescale. Under each RAT, the k groups of UEs form k independent M/M/1 queues.
Under LTE, the average packet delay of UE group j is given by the delay formula for the M/M/1 queue:
which is convex in the pair (r 1,j , λ 1,j ) on R 2 . If r 1,j ≤ λ 1,j , the queueing delay is infinite, i.e., the queue becomes unstable.
The physical and/or media access control layers of LTE-U are designed to facilitate coexistence with other RATs in unlicensed bands, such as WiFi. 1 In [12] , a listen-before-talk scheme is proposed in which carrier sensing is embedded in a deterministic portion of a LTE subframe. In [13] , the author proposed the use of LTE uplink power control to improve LTE/WiFi coexistence. References [14] and [15] proposed to enable LTE/WiFi coexistence by muting LTE transmission on certain subframes following a pre-determined pattern.
In this paper, we model LTE-U with listen-before-talk. i.e., an LTE-U BTS with data to send first performs carrier sensing before its transmission. We use an M/M/1 queue with single vacation to model such a mechanism [16] . As we can see from Fig. 1 , in each independent queue j, the server will take a single vacation after completing the service of each packet. The vacation duration V j (in seconds) is a random variable, and related to the interference nearby such as the interference from WiFi users. The higher the interference nearby, the more time one has to wait before being served. Let ν j = E[V Proposition 1: Under the proposed model, the average packet delay of UE group j served by LTE-U is given by:
In addition, for fixed ν j , the function defined by (6) is convex in the pair (r 2,j , λ 2,j ) on R 2 .
1 Challenges of such coexistence have been shown in [11] . This is out of the scope of this paper.
Fig. 2. Residual service time R(t).
Proof : Similar technique to analyze vacation models with nonexhaustive service is used [16] . The index j is dropped for notational convenience in the proof. Denote the residual service time at time t by R(t). For each packet i in the queue, denote W i as the waiting time and X i as the service time. Assuming the queue is stable, by the Pollaczek-Khinchine formula, the expectation of the waiting time W is given by:
where ρ = λ r = λE [X] and E[X] is the expected service time, the average packet delay is then given by:
Denote M (t) as the number of packets served at time t. To calculate E[R], we can see from Fig. 2 ,
Substituting (9e) into (8), we obtain (6). We omit the proof of the convexity.
III. THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The goal is to jointly determine user association and spectrum allocation in order to minimize the average packet sojourn time of each UE group. The spectrum allocation 4 problem is formulated as: minimize r,x,y,λ,t
The objective (P1a) is the average packet delay of all queues of the entire network. (P1d) is the service rate of each divided UE group as given in (4). (P1e) is the total traffic constraint for each user type. (P1g) constraints the total bandwidth of each RAT to be one unit. The variables in P1 are r, x, y, λ, t which are of the vector forms of 2 , respectively. P1 is a bi-convex optimization problem because when variable λ (resp. x) is fixed, all constraints are linear and the objective is a linear combination of convex functions in x (resp. λ). Therefore, it can be solved by alternating optimization over λ (resp. x). Although the solution obtained by alternating optimization converges, it may not be a local minimum. But it achieves good performance as shown in numerical results. Moreover, the optimal solution to P1 has the following special structure.
Theorem 1: There exists an optimal solution to P1, where the spectrum of each RAT is divided into at most k segments, i.e., one optimal solution satisfies
Proof: We first reformulate P1 by a change of variables. The proof then follows a similar geometric argument as in [3] .
Consider a reformulation of P1 by replacing constraints (P1c),(P1e),(P1g) with the following three constraints by introducing a new collection of variables (z i→j l,A ):
The new problem, referred to as P2, is equivalent to P1. This is because the feasible set for the rate tuple r remains the same, which is easy to see by regarding z i→j l,A as the fraction of spectrum under pattern A that BTS i allocates to UE group j over RAT l. If one solves (P2), the actual spectrum allocations can be recovered as
In the remainder of this proof, we show that if r * is an optimal rate tuple of P1, then we can attain each of its sub-tuple (y l,A ) A∈S l as coefficients form the optimal rate tuple r l over RAT l. By Carathèodory's Theorem [17] , r l can be represented as a convex combination of at most k + 1 of those vectors. Moreover, r l must be on the boundary, not in the interior of the convex hull of (q l,A ), because otherwise the rate tuple can be increased in all dimensions, contradicting the optimality assumption. Thus, for each RAT l, we can identify a vector y * l whose support is a subset of S l with k or fewer elements, such that the optimal r l is a convex combination of (q l,A ) with y * l,A as coefficients.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The simulation is carried out over the network in Fig. 3 . The HetNet is deployed over a 100 × 200 m 2 area, divided into a hexagonal grid. 5 BTS's, denoted by triangles, are uniformly randomly dropped at the vertices of the hexagons and 15 UE groups denoted by the squares are randomly dropped at the centers of the hexagons. The spectral efficiency is calculated by (3) assuming α 1 = 1, α 2 = 1/2 with a 30 dB cap on the receive SINR (SINR greater than 30 dB is regarded as 30 dB). Other parameters used in the simulation are given in Table I , and are compliant with the LTE standard [18] .
The spectrum allocation and UE-BTS association according to the solution of P1 are shown in Figs user group under each reuse pattern is denoted by the size of the corresponding bar inside the rectangle. The normalized average packet arrival rate relative to the total (sum) average arrival rate of each user group as well as the intensity of interference nearby from the unlicensed band are shown by the number above the rectangle. There are three interference levels according to the intensity of the interference nearby from the unlicensed band. Here ν H = 1, ν M = 0.01, ν L = 0.0025. Each line segment joining a BTS and a user group, means the user group is served by the BTS. The color bars on the right of each figure shows the actual spectrum partition into different reuse patterns. Theorem 1 can be verified by counting the number of pieces in the partition. Fig. 4 shows the spectrum allocation patterns for the licensed band and unlicensed band in a high traffic scenario. As we can see, the spectrum resources allocated to each user group is roughly proportional to the corresponding traffic demand. Since the licensed band alone cannot support all the UE groups, some UE groups with low traffic demand are served by using unlicensed band only and most licensed spectrum is allocated to the UE groups with high traffic. In addition, even though some UE groups have high traffic demand, more unlicensed spectrum is allocated to them because they do not have much nearby interference from other RATs in the unlicensed band. In contrast, some UE groups with low traffic demand may also be allocated licensed spectrum if the nearby interference from the unlicensed band is severe. Fig. 5 shows the spectrum allocation patterns for the li- censed and unlicensed bands in a medium/low traffic scenario. Since the licensed band alone is almost enough to support all the UE groups, most of them are served by the licensed band, and only a few of the UE groups are served by the unlicensed band because of the low traffic demand and lower interference generated within that band. In addition, most spectrum is allocated to the UE groups with high traffic. Fig. 6 compares the optimization objective, average packet sojourn time, of our proposed scheme with other schemes. As the traffic increases to 40 and 50 packets/s respectively, the other two schemes fail to support all the UE groups. In addition, our proposed scheme yields significant gain especially in the high traffic scenario. One main reason is that our spectrum allocation is traffic-aware, i.e., in the low traffic regime, it is better to reuse most of the spectrum, while in the high traffic regime, it is better to orthogonalize the spectrum allocated across BTS's. Furthermore, our scheme exploits the particular characteristics of the RATs. That is, UE groups receiving less external interference from the unlicensed band are more likely to be allocated spectrum from that band.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the spectrum allocation problem in HetNets with multiple RATs over different bands using the average packet sojourn time as the performance metric. In addition to the licensed band, a listen-before-talk queueing model for unlicensed band is proposed to capture its lower spectral efficiency, reliability, and additional delay. By using a conservative approximation, the spectrum allocation problem is formulated as a bi-convex optimization problem. In addition, we prove that in the optimal solution the spectrum of each RAT is divided into at most K segments. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme gives an optimal traffic-aware spectrum allocation pattern, which utilizes the spectrum of each RAT more efficiently compared with two other popular schemes, namely, orthogonal frequency reuse and full frequency reuse.
